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Abstract - This poster presents the challenges of population health data long-term protection, put forward the security system and multi-sided approaches to defend these threats.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This poster offers the population health data preservation from the view of safeguard measures on long-term Preservation system for Population Health Sciences (PHS-PRES) platform constructed by Institute of Medical Information, Chinese Academy of Medical Sciences (IMICAMS).

II. VALUES OF HEALTH DATA

Population health data include clinical diagnosis, pharmaceutical research, public health, life omics, disease surveillance, population management and etc. They are valuable and significant on business, academic and society development.

1) Assist decision-making, health data are national basic resources and references to support policy formulation.

2) Promote scientific research, high-quality health data are capable to prop up innovation on scientific and technical development.

3) Accelerate medical development, provide helpful materials to inspection and diagnosis, and improve medical technology.

4) Deal with public emergency, through analysis of similar and relevant cases, provide treatment reference and suggestion.

III. CHALLENGES OF DATA ARCHIVING

On account of the values and particularity of health data, it is necessary to recognize the current and subsequent threats and risks of health data.

1) Constraint absence, no standard or guideline for staff management and health data daily maintenance, lack of supervision and detection mechanism.

2) Unauthorized disclosure, sensitive or private health data are available or exposed to unauthorized organizations, individuals, or entities.

3) Data loss, health data contents become incompatible, unreadable, damaged, missed within a decade or even long time of their appearance.

4) Medium failure, including breakdown, errors, and obsolescence of storage hardware and software, health data are not available.

5) Security issues, natural disaster to physical entities, internal and external attacks or destruction of health data, network, and system.

IV. APPROACHES FOR DIGITAL PROTECTION

PHS-PRES multi-sided protection framework is established for the purpose of figuring out these challenges mentioned above, represented by management criterion, security strategy, and safeguard details, shown as figure 1.
C. Implement safeguard procedures

1) Recovery backup, with the purpose of PHS-PRES disaster recovery (DR) and services continuity, dual-live system to make sure the platform normal operation, and support several backups of health data in different mediums and locations, to recover changed or damaged data rapidly without data loss.

2) Format registry, based on accredited format database, record original format of deposit data object, follow the latest updates of format and relevant software under rapid technology development, provide migration recommendation in case of obsolescence issues.

3) Virus defense, deploy antivirus hard software, divide safety areas in PHS-PRES network, not only focus on traditional cyber-attack types and purpose (steal data, break system), but also pay attention to the increased invade purpose (contaminate data, disturb analysis result).

4) Daily surveillance, realize “exante”, “interim” warning and dispose timely under real-time monitoring, make sure PHS-PRES is capable to supervise and discover storage failure, unauthorized access, malicious operation, and other threatening actions, dispose breakdown and errors in time, optimize detection mechanism.

5) Security audit, design inspection checklist, verify the integrity, coherence, accessibility of health data regularly, and check normal flow rate, error state, and security incident based on log information in period. Besides, improving the responsibility confirmation, performance improvement, and security evaluation to promote supervision abilities.

V. ACHIEVEMENTS

Currently, PHS-PRES multi-sided protection system has already been built and applied, provide safeguard services to all archived resources, and have good effect to some extents.

VI. FURTHER WORK

With the guide of Chinese “Cyber Security Law” [1]. “Data Security Management Regulation” [2]. “Personal Information Protection Act (Draft)” [3], based on the layered construction and classified protection, from the perspective of data-centric security system, PHS-PRES is still working on closed loop protection throughout data collection,
acceptance, ingestion, management and access, attempt to create an approximately comprehensive protection system for population health data in future.
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